
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of space.
We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply
for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for space

You will synthesize customer contractual needs and requirements into system
test solutions that acknowledge technical, schedule and cost constraints
You will establish functional and technical specifications and standards, solves
hardware/software interface problems, defines input/output parameters, and
ensures integration of the entire system or subsystem
You will review, evaluate and derive requirements for testability, develops and
directs preparation and execution of comprehensive test plans, procedures
and schedules for complete systems and/or subsystems
You will perform analysis of test results and prepares comprehensive
subsystem and/or system level evaluation reports which verify and validate
system performance
You will write discrepancy reports and performs integration regression testing
to verify/validate incorporated fixes to software, components, subsystems
and systems
Building a robust systems engineering organization for the program that can
execute systems engineering trades
Supporting the Navy's initiative for Model Based Systems Engineering
Supporting the implementation of an infrastructure plan that allows the Navy
family of contractors and Government organizations to exchange sensitive
and classified data across dispersed geographic locations
Leading the execution of strategic growth plans focused on RF and related
core and near-core markets
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resource bandwidth should be focused

Qualifications for space

Green Belt Trained and/or Certified Quality Engineer (CQE) - understands
lean manufacturing and quality optimization in a production environment
Experience with SAP or VECAMS and data analytics to report trends and
achieve results
Your excellent communication skills will engage the team, customers and
senior leaders
Resourceful self-starter possessing a ‘learning orientation’
Experience with Earned Value Management (EVM)standards, policies,
procedures, and implementation
Demonstrated ability to balance competing priorities and meet deadlines


